
BackgroundChallenge

The Solution

In April 2017, the EFA & SFA merged into 
a new single body called the Education 
and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA).  It is an 
Executive Agency of the Department for 
Education (DFE) and is accountable for the 
allocation of funding for the education and 
training sector, providing assurance that 
public funds are properly spent, achieving 
value for money for the tax payer and 
delivering the policies and priorities set  
by the Secretary of State. 

The ESFA allocates

£56 billion
of funding to 

20,000
education providers

The ESFA had already identified several areas of duplication including 
Allocations, a yearly process by which funding is allocated to education 
providers. Allocations involves the interpretation of policies into written 
specifications which in turn leads to data requests and the definition of the 
calculations required to fulfil the specification.  

The organisational merger meant there were 3 different teams that managed 
Allocations and they did this in 3 different ways.

Methods was engaged to undertake a Discovery exercise. Working closely with ESFA stakeholders, they modelled the services 
provided based on user needs. Specifically, the Discovery process aimed to:
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•   Engage widely to understand the activities that are 
necessary to allocate funding, from three unique user 
groups’ perspectives. 

•   Identify common capabilities the ESFA required to deliver 
an allocation service. 

•   Understand the needs of the users of the service and how 
they interact with the service.

•   Understand how the capabilities are currently delivered by 
the Agency, by who, and on what technology 

•   Understand where the business constraints lie.
•   Make recommendations on how the capabilities  

could be delivered in the future, with a focus on  
the technology.

Methods’ approach to gathering insights:

Documentation 1-to-1s Groups Workshops User Research



The Result - identified challenges

The Discovery process surfaced several challenges and pain points from both user-experience and technology based.
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Trust in data quality is low, leading to 
duplicated process of quality assurance 

and creation of large support teams.

Capacity
Teams at full stretch: no capacity 

to innovate: unplanned events have 
disproportionate impact.

Integration
Allocations process not integrated  

into a data pipeline.

User experience is reduced. 

Performance and efficiency is poor. 
Systems crashing and slow due to large 
datasets and calculations. A lot of time 

was spent on manual processes.

Quality assurance performed at 3 
points by 3 teams and is the biggest 

blocker to an efficient automated 
allocations process

UX

Recommendations

Clifford Smith from ESFA

From a cost perspective, this project is 
relatively small, but in terms of impact  
it’s massive

The potential is vast.  The next step is 
to produce an allocation statement 
online in real-time

•   Form multi-disciplinary delivery teams with 
standardised allocations procedures, to reduce the 
Quality Assurance steps needed to resolve trust issues. 

•   Accurate data at source would deliver efficiencies by 
removing validation steps, enhancing user experience.

•   Create common language, definitions and terminology

•   Celebrate innovation and success.

Wider Impact

Working on the Allocations process with Methods has 
provided ESFA with the catalyst required to bring the 
newly-merged organisation together.  Not only are they 
realising technical and process-driven efficiencies, 
there has started to be a cultural change through more 
collaborative working and the introduction of Agile 
methodologies. 

•   Education providers will potentially have notification 
of their allocation earlier enabling them to plan more 
effectively.  

•   There will be less queries as the new system will be 
100% transparent, therefore freeing up ESFA time.

ESFA and Methods moved forward to Alpha and 
delivered the recommendations.
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